Pontiac grande prix

We see things for what they can be rather than what they are, and we give lots of things a
chance. But then time passes, we grow older, and we realized that the world is a lot different
than what we believed as kids. It's not as glamorous or dreamy as we'd imagined, rather the
opposite, filled with taxes and disappointment. On its release, people fell head over heels for
what it represented: the future. But time passed. And looking back now, the GTP isn't as
impressive as we remember it. Upon its release, the Pontiac Grand Prix GTP embodied what
was to come, and people absolutely adored it, figuring it was the way of the future. So let's talk
about some of the elements and features that made this car a symbol of performance. There
were a couple of coupes that tried to bring out the best of both worlds, like the Toyota Celica,
but the GTP certainly isn't one of them. It was also wide, which ended up being a selling point
for the car as Pontiac hammered home the idea that wider is better. In short, the car took styling
cues from other, more sports-oriented brands. It also had a front lip, rear spoiler, and rode low
to the ground. It certainly looked the part on the outside, and the features on the inside tell a
similar story. The Grand Prix came with a 3. But as you can probably assume either by the
company going under or the fact that the car isn't as popular as other performance cars from
the same era, it didn't last forever. A couple of the design features I failed to mention earlier
were the red brake calipers and the fake quad exhaust pipes. Pontiac pulled out all the stops
when it came to designing the GTP, but they may have gone overboard, throwing every known
sporty element they could on the body and then calling it a day. And the body itself is also a bit
Take away the fixtures and you're pretty much looking at a Honda Accord or Nissan Sentra. Its
design made it poster-worthy, but that's because of the flashy features. Yes, it was
supercharged, but with all the technology and hood-mounted heat extractors, the engine only
churned out horsepower. Now, back in , that's not terrible, though today it's one of many older
cars that just aren't fast anymore. You also have to keep in mind that the top-tier Corvettes and
Camaros were breaking horsepower with ease. To make matters worse, the GTP's engine was
paired with a 4-speed automatic, no manual. And as a triple whammy, the car was FWD since
more and more cars were heading in that direction to save on gas and improve handling,
though that wasn't enough. The GTP still had some issues with wheelspin, weight distribution,
and understeer. Simply put: this performance car didn't perform. The interior seemed more
luxury-oriented rather than sporty, packed with creature comforts over performance parts. The
car sold based on what you looked like, and at first, the car certainly was cool. It wasn't a sloth
either, not bys standards, pulling in about 7 seconds. But that horsepower doesn't live up to
today's expectations, especially since you can buy a top trim Toyota Camray with more
horsepower. Oh, how the mighty have fallen. But They Still Flopped. With a handful of DIY
mechanical projects under his belt, and a writing degree, Taylor often finds himself going on
about automobiles of all sorts. His tastes range from unusual to unwise, often fantasizing about
old junkers and clunkers like Pacers and Pintos. While he's a complete sucker for station
wagons, Taylor simply loves to drive, and is always happy to get behind the wheel of whatever
he can whenever he has the chance. By Taylor Martin Published Dec 17, Share Share Tweet
Email Comment. Via: NetCarShow. Via: KSL Cars. Via: Reddit. Taylor Martin 37 Articles
Published With a handful of DIY mechanical projects under his belt, and a writing degree, Taylor
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The new Grand Prix sported straight lined styling along with the buckets and console interior
popular at the time. The Grand Prix represented a new way of thinking for exterior design as it
was tastefully restrained and was nearly devoid of bright side trim, save for a lower rocker
molding. The rear panel treatment was also unique to the car, with a full-width molding that
mimicked the grille design, right down to the badge. The interior was sporty and luxurious, with
features such as Morrokide-covered bucket seats, console, floor shift, tachometer, and rear
speaker. The standard engine was a cid V8 4 barrel rated at bhp. Economy minded buyers what
were they thinking? Those wanting even more power ordered the A Trophy V8 engines, which
differed from lesser s by their four-bolt main caps, lower block reinforcing ribs, and longer
duration cam. The single four barrel was rated at bhp while the Tri-Power version carried a bhp
rating. Only one is known to survive today. Also, a rumored 75 cars were built with non-Super
Duty engines rated at bhp. Engines: V8 2 bbl bhp. Comments: The Grand Prix underwent a few
changes in its second year. The roof was unique for this year, and featured gracefully sculpted
C-pillars which housed an interesting concave rear window exclusive to the GP in the Pontiac
lineup although it was shared with the Oldsmobile Starfire. The concave rear window would
become a GP trademark through The Grand Prix also sported a special grille treatment with
radical stacked headlights and a tail panel with a special full width molding that covered the rear
of the decklid and also concealed the taillights. To help differentiate it from the Catalina, the
Grand Prix featured round signal lights set off with a single horizontal chrome strip within the
grille cavity. The standard with bhp and the low compression with bhp carried over for but the
big news was the deletion of the two A Trophy engines. In their place were two regular
production cid V8s. The first featured a single four barrel carb and The top street engine was the
HO Tri-Power which was rated at a whopping bhp. None are known to exist today. Overall,
buyers loved the new Grand Prix and sales more than doubled from the year before. Comments:
The Grand Prix sported only a mild redesign from the previous year. The headlights were
frenched into the fender and bumper, instead of cutting sharply into the body like the year
before. The grille treatment was also updated, with a fine horizontal slat arrangement. The turn
signals remained in the grille cavity, but were now rectangular with rounded corners. The large
chrome support bars were deleted. The base increased to bhp when mated to the manual
transmission but still bhp with automatic. The economy carried over. This did free up the
Pontiac engineers to focus their efforts on the street engines. The Tri-Power was now rated at
bhp up from The 4 barrel engine had a slightly lower compression ratio, and horsepower fell
from bhp to bhp. The Tri-Power could now be ordered in two forms. The first featured the
standard camshaft and exhaust manifolds and was rated at bhp. The top engine was the famous
HO, which was good for bhp. Comments: The second generation Grand Prix was still built on
the shorter Catalina platform, but was larger and weighter than the original. A bench seat could
be ordered for the first time in place of the buckets and console. But the Grand Prix maintained
tradition with a somewhat more formal roofline than Catalina two-door hardtops, complete with
a concave backlight just like the models. A lot changed in the powertrain department. Power
increased across the board, primarily due to new cylinder head designs, which also changed
the intake manifold bolt pattern. The standard engine was the 4 barrel which was rated at bhp
with the manual and bhp with the automatic transmission. The automatic transmission version
used the milder cam while the manual version used the hotter cam. Compression was The
low-compression was now rated at bhp and the optional Tri Power increased to bhp. The
engines also were improved. The 4 barrel put out bhp, while the two Tri-Power versions put out
bhp and bhp. The new automatic was a tremendous improvement over the old one and only 1,
manual GPs were sold. Comments: The Grand Prix was slightly restyled for The engine line up
remained the same, except for the deletion of the bhp Tri Power engine. Pontiac probably
figured out that it was a bit silly to have two engines with the same power rating and thus just
kept the bigger and simpler of the two. Sales continue to decline, with only GPs sold with
manual transmissions. Comments: The Pontiac Grand Prix was restyled again for , its third
generation. The new restyling was bigger and more massive-looking than ever before, despite
remaining on an unchanged wheelbase. In the place where the top headlight would have been
was a louvered front fender extension panel. The parking lamps were secreted in the fender
tips, behind three small, horizontal slots. Also new were hidden windshield wipers. The hardtop
coupe had new one-piece side glass, with GP initials frosted on it. Twin pinstripes decorated the
fender tops. A wasp-waist rear emphasized width. The taillamps were embedded inside twin
slots on the slanted rear end panel. Identification items included GP initials on the left-hand
grille and right hand edge of the rear deck lid, plus the Grand Prix name spelled out on the rear
fenders. The big news was the introduction of a Grand Prix convertible model, the only year it
would be offered. Both the and engines received a bore increase to 4. In addition, the block

received new cylinder heads with completely redesigned ports. Valve diameters were increased
to 2. To make room for the increased valve sizes, the distance between the valve stem centers
was increased from 1. The new heads were said to increase airflow from 30 to 35 percent and
were superior to any previous design â€” even that of the Super Dutys. Since GM outlawed all
triple carb setups except on the Corvette , Pontiac used a spread bore Rochester Quadrajet 4
barrel carb. The new setup and enlarged engines were actually equal in performance to the old
Tri-Power engines and were easier to tune and maintain. Furthermore, they meet the first federal
smog standards that took place in The base engine was now a cid V8 with A low compression
cid V8 bhp economy engine could be substituted at no cost. A new cid V8 with bhp was
available, with a Quadra Power option with bhp. Transmissions included the column shifted
three-speed manual, three-speed manual with floor shift, four speed manual with floor shift, and
the Turbo Hydramatic automatic transmission. Interiors came standard with soft countered
bucket seats of expanded Morrokide, a cloth option for Sports Coupes. The Strato-bench seat
was a no-cost substitute for hardtop models. Woodgrain interior trim was now simulated elm
burl, rather than real walnut veneers. Most color combinations were monochromatic, but darker
carpets were used when extremely light colored seats were ordered. First-phase federal safety
equipment also made their first appearance. New technical advances included a dual master
cylinder, optional disc brakes, collapsible steering column, and side marker lights.
Unfortunately, sales continued to decline as performance buyers turned to smaller cars.
Comments: The Pontiac Grand Prix was redesigned again for , but it looked even heavier
looking, which further hurt sales. The Grand Prix now had a new peripheral front bumper and a
massive pointed nose dividing a split, cross-hatched grille. It had hidden headlamps and a GP
badge on the left hand side. The parking lights were now exposed at the corners of the gravel
pan. At the rear, large horizontal taillamps were house inside the bumper and were no longer
hidden behind the grilles or slats. The rear side window lost its sharp trailing edge, a Grand Prix
signature design. New wheel discs and pencil-thin whitewall tires were introduced. The rocker
panel had a engine call out. Standard equipment included all GM safety features, Deluxe wheel
discs, fender skirts, dual exhausts, padded Morrokide bucket seats with contoured backs and
armrests, center console, three speed manual transmission with floor shift and a cid V8. The
Strato bench seat and cloth upholstery could be substituted. As for the powertrain, the two cid
engines were carried over, but the two engines were improved. Four speed manual
transmissions were limited to cid engine vehicles. This would be last year that the Grand Prix
would be based on the B-body. Engines: V8 bhp. The new redesign was a combination of
modern elegance, and distinct Pontiac styling cues. Pontiac product planners saw or exploited
the similarity and offered the Grand Prix only as a hardtop coupe, and in two trims, J and SJ a la
Duesenberg. Comments: The model was essentially a carryover from the previous year except
that the grille itself now featured vertical slats, and vertical hash marks appeared on the front
fenders just behind the front wheels. New interior upholstery patterns and the reintroduction of
the bench seat rounded out the visual changes. Under the hood, the two cid V8s carried over.
The cid V8 had a four barrel carb and was rated at bhp and a staggering lb-ft of torque. Also new
for was a special Hurst SSJ version, a semi-custom conversion with electric sunroof,
gold-colored wheels, and Hurst shifter. Interiors were ivory, black, or sandlewood in cloth or
all-Morrokide. After assembly, the cars were shipped to a Hurst plant in Southfield, Michigan
where Frost Gold accents were applied to the hood, side windows, front of the roof, and Rally II
wheels. A landau-style half-top Antique white, white, or black was installed, as was a steel
electronically operated sunroof similar to that used in the Cadillac Eldorado. Other styling cues
included single headlamps, and a separate bumper running across the grille. Overall length
increased by two inches. New Hurst accessories appeared including an Auto-Stick shifter with
automatic transmission only , A Roll Control device, and a digital computer to calculate speed
and elapsed times in the quarter-mile. Also available where B. Engine choices were the base cid
V8 with bhp in the J model and the cid V8 with horsepower that was standard in the SJ model
and optional in the J model. Only Jurst SSJs were sold. Comments: GM followed the indstry
standard and began to rate all its engines in SAE net horsepower, which resulted in a significant
drop in power ratings, although true engine power was relatively unchanged. There was new
styling for which included an eggcrate grille with multiple fins between main bars, and
triple-segment taillamps. Finned wheelcovers were available. There was also rumored to be 60
Hurst SSJs built, all with a dual-gate automatic transmission. The front end styling mimicked
the previous generation, with a large vertical slatted grille, headlights set in square bezels, and
turn signals cut into the leading edge of the front fenders. The rear of the car was similar to
previous years, although the taillights were no longer set in the bumper. The Grand Prix now
shared its chassis with the inch wheelbase Monte Carlo and all A-body four doors, a decrease
of two inches. Overall length actually increased 3 inches to Engine choices were limited to a cid

4 barrel V8 rated at bhp net or an optional 4 barrel V8 rated at bhp net. Despite all this, sales
actually increased tremendously to , units. There was no special Hurst prepared SSJ models.
Home Muscle Cars. Pontiac Grand Prix. Contact Terms and Conditions. Power steering Full
Power and Air. Fun Cruiser. Call Terry It is equipped with a 3 Speed Automatic transmission.
The vehicle is Red with a Red Vinyl interior. It is offered As-Is, not covered This two-door coupe
features a strong, handsome design that offers an iconic blend of style and You are looking at a
very rare Pontiac Grand Prix convertible. This one has the rare, 8 lug wheels, factory air
conditioning plus all the other This Pontiac Grand Prix needs a little tlc,but a great car. I might
consider a possible trade The Body, Paint, Chrome. This two-door coupe features a strong,
handsome design that offers an iconic But, that's what we have here with this Pontiac Grand
Prix and it's got the documentation to prove it. With its Cash Clearance Vehicle! Buy it right.
This fun to drive vehicle is V6, 3. Come on down to our dealership today to This vehicle is V6, 3.
Come on down to our dealership today to test drive Equal parts big power and big luxury, this
Pontiac Grand Prix has a time capsule-like quality from its original V8, right down to cool
period-correct features. So something this well represented, with such low mileage, should In
the s, if you wanted a little performance with your luxury or was it luxury with your
performance? This Pontiac Grand Prix is a nice survivor that neatly combines a strong-running
Few Highlights New Price! Alloy wheels, Fully automatic headlights, Power driver seat, Spoiler.
It has a differe Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Autozin Pontiac Pontiac
grand prix. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Plymouth, MI.
Annandale, MN. Make offer. Mooresville, NC. Stratford, NJ. Fort Worth, TX. La Vergne, TN. Lithia
Springs, GA. Calabasas, CA. Watertown, MN. Pontiac grand prix. Pontiac Grand prix Nationwide
Price Comparison. Pontiac Grand prix in Top Cities. I always find it interesting when an owner
lists a car for sale with what looks like a pretty fair opening bid, and while they finish up with a
pretty good number of people watching the auction, nobody seems to be willing to submit a bid.
That is precisely the situation with this Pontiac Grand Prix. It is located in Columbus, Georgia,
and is listed for sale here on eBay. While 54 people are currently watching the auction, at the
time of writing, nobody has submitted a bid. It appears that the owner has commenced the
restoration of the Grand Prix, but has decided to sell the car rather than proceed any further
with it. He says that the body is in good condition, but makes no mention of the state of the
floors, as to whether or not they are free of rust. The body itself looks quite clean, but there is a
bit of panel-work required before a repaint could be undertaken. One thing that stands out to me
is the alignment of the hood, which looks right at the front near the grille but looks odd along
the edges where it meets the fenders. It might be nothing, and a simple adjustment could well
bring everything right. The car does sport one of my favorite features, which is those great
looking 8-lug wheels. The interior of the Pontiac shows plenty of promise, but there are plenty
of fiddly little detail items to be attended to, and that will help occupy some time. Other items
that will need to be sourced are carpet, armrests for both doors, a few missing knobs and items
off the dash, and the floor console looks like it could benefit from restoration. A new headliner
has also been partially installed but will require completion, while it seems that the same may
be true for the dash pad. Life inside the Grand Prix has been made a little more pleasant and
enjoyable with the inclusion of power windows and air conditioning. It looks like someone is
partial to their rattle cans, and have been testing their skills under the hood. What you get for
your money is a ci V8 engine, a 3-speed automatic transmission, and power steering. I suspect
that this lack of information, coupled with the rattle can work, is probably key to the current lack
of bids. At first glance, this Pontiac Grand Prix looks to be a really great project car, and there is
a lot there to suggest that it could be a pretty nice car once restored. There are a lot of
unanswered questions, but hopefully, the owner will be willing to provide this information if
asked by a prospective buyer. If the answers prove to be positive, then it is possible that
someone could potentially land themselves a pretty desirable project. Looks like a good start
overall here. It may not be for everyone but for the right person it looks like it could be a good
fit. If it was nicer, it would be long gone. Once old cars became investments, and auctions with
shinier than off the lot appearances were pushed across auction stages, I think a fundamental
change in the brain chemistry of car addicts occurred. Combine that with the advancing age of
the demographic of those that would have gladly once take a car like this on, coughâ€¦cough ,
and you have the perfect storm. But then something strange often happensâ€¦ if the vehicle
gets bid on, others see that, and before you know it the sometimes you got a monkey-see,
monkey-do reaction in others or situation and then everybody wants to get in the action,
bidding wars, etc. I am not suggesting that some buyers are like sheep or lemmings, heck, I
often find that a vehicle that has bids on it seems to be well worth it and participated myself.
Maybe it would be accurate to say that a few folks would rather see other people jump off a
financial or commitment cliff before they do. The truth is that a lot of people cannot see the

value in something by working it out themselves and commit unless they first see OTHER
people who have done so and this finally validates the value of the vehicle in their own mind,
but this mindset does not mean the vehicle is really worth it or not, or could be worth little or a
lot. Just my opinion thoâ€¦ mike. I got two cars on fleabay now and between the dumb
questions and people not liking the opening bid trying to sell a car is nuts! A would have had a ,
a 66 like the featured car could be optioned up to hp HO with 3x2bbl carbs. I have always
wondered why they have not gotten crazy expensive. I had a lady friend with a 67 cougar xr7
plumb with a white leather interior sun roof with a 4 gear it was 5 times the car a mustang could
ever be! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the
homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Adam
Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Howard A Member. I agree with you Howard. Which is
followed byâ€¦â€¦â€¦. I wonder whats on the next page of fleabay. Sic transit tempus 4. Mike
Thor Member. Just my opinion thoâ€¦ mike 3. Grand Prix is a pretty European connotation too, it
was a race before it was a car after all. Jerry Brentnell. Why put your two cars on fleabay Ebay?
There is other avenues to sell cars. Um,,,here maybe? Barn Finds has quite a following. Those
wheels alone are almost worth the opening bid. Bob McK Member. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily
Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn
Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View
Limit Reached! New winter tire with km on them. Comes with set of summer tires. I am selling
my Pontiac grand Prix. It starts and runs okay but is need of some TLC. Has a 3. Just had oil
change Won't start without a boost, typical Pontiac starter issues. Comes with new oil, air,
cabin air filter, and MAF Sensor. Needs starter motor replaced Great car in almost perfect
condition, NEVER winter driven, very well maintained, no rust, no damage. Stop by our
dealership and discover our great offers at West Edmonton Hyundai. Check out this amazing
used Pontiac Grand Prix near Edmonton. Inspected and Pontiac grand Prix Se ramair V6 3.
Looking to sell my Grand Prix. It has been a faithful car but it s time to change. It comes with a
second set of tires and a remote starter. I am looking for Garage stored all it s life and never
seen winter. Full custom Pioneer stereo, wired for subs. You can expect a lot from the Pontiac
Grand Prix! A great vehicle and a great value! This 4 door, 5 passenger sedan provides
exceptional value! All of the View listing and Selling as a parts car. Motor and tranny still good.
Missing battery, radio and tires. Come and grab it for a bottle of whiskey. Power windows,
Power mirrors, power door locks, keyless entry, AC, tilt, Cruise Not running at the moment but
was last spring when I parked it there. Used grey Pontiac grand Prix for sale in Kitchener,
Ontario. View listing and contact seller. Contact the seller today before it's gone! Used silver
Pontiac grand Prix Se sedan sedan for sale in red deer, Alberta. Used silver Pontiac grand Prix
base for sale in north battleford, Saskatchewan. This grand Prix is Used orange Pontiac grand
Prix gt2 sedan for sale in medicine hat, Alberta. By proceeding, you consent to our Privacy
Policy and acknowledge how we process your personal data and set cookies as described.
Enter your email address to receive alerts when we have new listing
aveo wiki
2006 yamaha r1 stator
2012 mercedes e350 manual
s available for Pontiac Grand Prix for sale. By using our site you agree to our use of cookies.
Our unique pricing algorithm classifies vehicles according to a wide variety of factors,
estimates the market price for this specification of vehicle and displays this pricing tag when
sufficient data is available but can't take into account the seller's reason for sale, vehicle
modifications or condition. Pontiac Grand Prix for sale. Report Ad. Albert, Greater Edmonton
Check Price. Page 1 of 2 Next Page. Did not find what you're looking for? Stay updated about
Pontiac Grand Prix for sale. Receive the latest listings for Pontiac Grand Prix for sale Enter your
email address to receive alerts when we have new listings available for Pontiac Grand Prix for
sale. Email field should not be empty Please enter a valid email address. You can cancel email
alerts at any time. Save your search. Pontiac Pontiac Grand Prix. Alberta Sedan Reduced price.
Engine size litres. Petrol Automatic Private For Sale

